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Only Engineering Parent

ABOUT

US

The Honduricans
Jose and Ivonne are a young
couple living in beautiful
Southern California. Since
Jose is originally from
Honduras and Ivonne is
from "La Isla del
Encanto"...together they are
officially the Hondurican

Yes, only engineering parents would take their one year old to a plant

Family. They have a beautiful

tour. On Wednesday evening, we had a RPI alumni event at Reed's

and active one year old baby

Ginger Brew and since we haven't been able to find a teenage babysitter,

girl and they Praise the Lord

we took Elizabeth with us. I am the president of the chapter, so I decided

for His love and for this

it would be ok (LOL) Well, as a matter a fact, Elizabeth wasn't the only

beautiful miracle, Elizabeth

child at the event. I was relieved (although she was the youngest). She

Michelle.

actually had a good time playing with different size plastic cups and

View my complete profile

arranging them on the top of the coolers (who knew, I couldn't have spent
money on all those expensive toys). Once it was time to go on the plant
tour...we ask if Elizabeth could go in and the owner said yes, so she did,
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hairnet and everything. She didn't even try to take the hairnet off. I think
she looked around and felt part of the group...it was so funny! Now that

Cary's Blog
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she knows all about product manufacturing, we think we might get her a
part time job with Cargill (daddy's company...just kidding!).
http://www.reedsgingerbrew.com/home.asp
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If you like Ginger Ale, you have to try Reed's (plus the owner is an RPI
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alum). Even if you don't like Ginger Ale, try it...it's delicious. Unlike any

Roxy's Blog

other Ginger Ale you've tried before...all natural ingredients (and no, I
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http://joseandivonne.blogspot.com/2010_03_01_archive.html

didn't get paid to say this, haha)
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